
Prediction: Week 10 
Money, People, our Earth & our Future:  

Human Behavior, Simulations & AI

Money

Rational Choice, Behavioral Economics, Regression, AI



canvas.harvard.edu/courses/113038/assignments/694367 

https://canvas.harvard.edu/courses/113038/assignments/694367


Where are we?

Economics

✓ ✓

✓

We need money.
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Image credits: gohighbrow.com/mental-models/, https://www.bbc.com/news/av/health-30996506/3d-printed-heart-helps-to-save-girl-s-life

How does prediction work in the world of wealth, today?

Economics

http://gohighbrow.com/mental-models/
https://www.bbc.com/news/av/health-30996506/3d-printed-heart-helps-to-save-girl-s-life


Highly recommended books on

(your textbook) Behavioral Economics AI & Economics

Economics

https://www.amazon.com/Undoing-Project-Friendship-Changed-Minds/dp/B01KBM82M4/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=the+undoing+project&qid=1586368631&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Signal-Noise-Many-Predictions-Fail/dp/B009HL6444/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2JPGBV5PSA08A&dchild=1&keywords=the+signal+and+the+noise&qid=1586368667&s=audible&sprefix=the+signa,audible,154&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Prediction-Machines-Economics-Artificial-Intelligence/dp/B07GDQL1CR/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=prediction+machines&qid=1586368719&s=audible&sr=1-1


Quick discussion: What’s a “prediction” vs. “decision” vs. “inference”?



pollev.com/Prediction

http://pollev.com/Prediction


Rational Choice Theory
Prisoner’s Dilemma

Cooperation Games

Economics as a Predictive “Science”

Behavioral Economics
 [Laibson]

Economics in Everyday Life 
(when, during the day, are you affected 

directly by predictions related to economics?)

Economics in Business 
What’s different about how business’ 
make decisions, in comparison with 

individuals, or governments?

Economics in Government 
How can rules lead to better 

economic futures? 
For whom?

And what about AI? 
Does making prediction “cheap” change 

how individuals, businesses, or governments 
make economic decisions?

Basics: Supply, Demand, Preferences, Payoffs, Risk, 
Incentives, Optimization, Equilibrium, Empiricism

“Classical Economics”

https://www.labxchange.org/library/pathway/lx-pathway:2428b421-5e9e-4ca8-9cc4-76b3c73d80f3/items/lx-pb:2428b421-5e9e-4ca8-9cc4-76b3c73d80f3:video:1852f62f
https://www.labxchange.org/library/items/lb:HarvardX:27abe32b:lx_simulation:1
https://www.labxchange.org/library/pathway/lx-pathway:2428b421-5e9e-4ca8-9cc4-76b3c73d80f3/items/lx-pb:2428b421-5e9e-4ca8-9cc4-76b3c73d80f3:video:d6cff822


Please read it to 
me, Snoop Dogg

Rational Choice Theory
Behavioral Economics
How would you contrast with

for a college student? (Let’s ask AI.)

https://soundbite.speechify.com/bite/PXNe
https://app.speechify.com/item/a654cdd7-d168-477f-85fc-486bd56ddef4
https://app.speechify.com/item/a654cdd7-d168-477f-85fc-486bd56ddef4
https://app.speechify.com/item/a654cdd7-d168-477f-85fc-486bd56ddef4
https://app.speechify.com/item/a654cdd7-d168-477f-85fc-486bd56ddef4
https://app.speechify.com/item/a654cdd7-d168-477f-85fc-486bd56ddef4
https://app.speechify.com/item/a654cdd7-d168-477f-85fc-486bd56ddef4
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Note: this illustrative diagram is meant to provoke conversation. It’s not a definitive declaration!

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/regression.asp


The “Law” of Supply and Demand

popularized by Adam Smith, 1776

“Classical Economics”



“Classical Economics”
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The “Law” of Supply and Demand

“As price of a good increases, the 
demand for the product will—except 
for a few obscure situations—
decrease.”* 

It’s often easier to predict supply than 
demand, when humans are involved…

*https://www.investopedia.com/articles/economics/11/intro-supply-demand.asp

Behavioral Economics

https://www.investopedia.com/articles/economics/11/intro-supply-demand.asp
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Regression

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/regression.asp


“The financial crisis of 2008 was a spectacular failure of regression-based prediction methods. Partly 
driving the financial crisis were predictions of the likely default of collateralized debt obligations, or 
CDOs. In 2007, ratings agencies like Standard & Poor’s forecasted that AAA-rated CDOs had a less 
than [1/800] chance of failing to deliver a return in five years. Five years later, [>1/4] CDOs failed to 
deliver a return. The initial prediction was staggeringly wrong despite very rich data on past defaults.  

The failure was not due to insufficient data, but instead how analysts used that data to form a 
prediction. Ratings agencies based their prediction on multiple regression–like models that assumed 
house prices in different markets were not correlated with one another. That turned out to be false, 
not just in 2007 but also previously. Include the possibility that a shock might hit many housing 
markets simultaneously, and the probability goes way up that you lose out on CDOs, even if they are 
distributed across many US cities.  

Analysts built their regression models on hypotheses of what they believed mattered and how—beliefs 
unnecessary for machine learning. Machine learning models are particularly good at determining 
which of many possible variables will work best and recognizing that some things don’t matter and 
others, perhaps surprisingly, do. Now, an analyst’s intuition and hypotheses are less important. In this 
way, machine learning enables predictions based on unanticipated correlations, including that 
housing prices in Las Vegas, Phoenix, and Miami might move together.” 

Agrawal, Ajay, Gans, Joshua & Goldfarb, Avi.  
Prediction Machines . Harvard Business Review Press. Kindle Edition. 

from "Prediction Machines” by Agrawal, Ajay, 2018

https://www.amazon.com/Prediction-Machines-Economics-Artificial-Intelligence/dp/B07GDQL1CR/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=prediction+machines&qid=1586368719&s=audible&sr=1-1


Or… (warning—profane language)

Margot Robbie explains in “The Big Short”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Rhs3PVAP4o


And then…

Selena Gomez & Richard Thaler explain in “The Big Short”

“Irrational Exuberance”
“Hot-hand fallacy”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pxr_FzpPM2Q
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Regression Artificial Intelligence 

What’s the key difference between Regression & AI?

things humans 
understand are 

independent variables 
(they are “semantic,” in 
that their names have 

meaning to humans, e.g. 
“price of steel”)

uses “features” that may or may not 
correspond to semantic variables 

(they might be completely abstract 
and indescribable; so that 

meaningful phrases like “price of 
steel” usually cannot describe them)

e.g. unsupervised Machine Learning

price of steel

va
lu

e 
of

 c
om

pa
ny …prediction of company’s 

value, based on many 
measures (including potentially 
“price of steel”), but there’s no 

“equation” describing how 
they each effect value

simplest example 
(usually many 

independent variables at 
once, for “multiple 

regression”)

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/regression.asp


Canvas Page on  
Modern Predictions & AI 

lists several helpful videos 
& websites 

(To be updated based on 
2023 contributions!)
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Hmm… how about just “classification”?

https://towardsdatascience.com/the-a-z-of-ai-and-machine-learning-comprehensive-glossary-fb6f0dd8230


Classification 
In machine learning and statistics, classification is a 
supervised learning algorithm technique that allows machines 
to assign categories to data points (categorize data into a 
given number of classes). Classification (decision trees and 
neural network classifiers) can be used for text classification 
in marketing.

machine learning statistics classification supervised learning

algorithm machines data neural networkdecision treesclasses

Learning to speak “artificial intelligence”…artificial intelligence



statistics

classification

an approach to 
analyzing data, 
using an  algorithm

machines

data

neural networkdecision trees

artificial intelligence

(input) information

defined by rules, 
which can be 
implemented on 

one algorithmic approach 
to (statistical) tasks is

algorithms’ task is to categorize data

classes

types of supervised ML classifiers are and

which ultimately sort data into

using examples of categories desired, one can “train”  or “supervise” an 
algorithm to learn to classify data. Such an algorithm is just one kind of 
AI, called supervised learning, which itself is one type of the more 
general class of algorithms known as machine learning

supervised learning

(AI)

 (ML)machine learning



A random forest is simply a collection of decision trees 
whose results are aggregated into one final result. Their 
ability to limit overfitting without substantially increasing 
error due to bias is why they are such powerful models.

towardsdatascience.com/decision-trees-and-random-forests-df0c3123f991 

decision trees

https://towardsdatascience.com/decision-trees-and-random-forests-df0c3123f991


How does this work?  

An (economically & politically “neutral”) example  
of machine learning & random forests, supervised by experts. 

Are they “partnerships”? (Shneiderman says no!)



WorldWide Telescope



BIG DATA and ”Human-Aided Computing” 

example here from: Beaumont, Goodman, Kendrew, Williams & Simpson 2014; based on Milky Way Project catalog (Simpson et al. 2013), which came from 
Spitzer/GLIMPSE (Churchwell et al. 2009, Benjamin et al. 2003), cf. Shenoy & Tan 2008 for discussion of HAC; astroml.org for machine learning advice/tools

mark bubbles

machine
-
learning 

http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=1357054.1357188
http://www.astroml.org


BIG DATA and ”Human-Aided Computing” 

example here from: Kaynig...Lichtman...Pfister et al. 2013, “Large-Scale Automatic Reconstruction of Neuronal Processes from Electron Microscopy
Images”; cf. Shenoy & Tan 2008 for discussion of HAC; astroml.org for machine learning advice/tools

25 GB volumetric cube

http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=1357054.1357188
http://www.astroml.org


BIG DATA and ”Human-Aided Computing” 
mark neurons

machine
-
learning 

example here from: Kaynig...Lichtman...Pfister et al. 2013, “Large-Scale Automatic Reconstruction of Neuronal Processes from Electron Microscopy
Images”; cf. Shenoy & Tan 2008 for discussion of HAC; astroml.org for machine learning advice/tools (Note: RF=Random Forest; CRF=Conditional Random Fields.)

http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=1357054.1357188
http://www.astroml.org


Money, People, our Earth & our Future: 
Human Behavior, Simulations & AI

https://www.labxchange.org/library/items/lb:HarvardX:27abe32b:lx_simulation:1


Money, People, our Earth & our Future: 
Human Behavior, Simulations & AI

 What does “out of sample” 
mean for AI  & simulation?

https://www.labxchange.org/library/items/lb:HarvardX:27abe32b:lx_simulation:1


Money, People, our Earth & our Future: 
Human Behavior, Simulations & AI

https://www.labxchange.org/library/items/lb:HarvardX:27abe32b:lx_simulation:1
https://www.labxchange.org/library/items/lb:HarvardX:27abe32b:lx_simulation:1


Phenomenon Observation* Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

Correct

*or, Experiment*

The “Padua” Rainbow 

#rainbow_diagram



Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Prediction

Mendel

Phenomenon Observation Data Theory Explanation Prediction

Darwin

BIOLOGY

Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Prediction

Kepler

Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

Newton

PHYSICS
#theoretical_empirical 



Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Prediction

Mendel

Phenomenon Observation Data Theory Explanation Prediction

Darwin

Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Prediction

Kepler

Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

Newton

NO FULLY PREDICTIVE GENERAL THEORY

Fully Predictive GENERAL THOERY

1865

1859

1609

1687

#deterministic_vs_probabilistic 



  “machine learning”

Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

Phenomenon Observation Data Prediction

20th century

21st century?

The FUTURE of the Future 

#machine_learning

#artificial_intelligence

#samplesize

#framework_testing



  “machine learning”

Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

Phenomenon Observation Data Prediction

20th century

21st century?

Important: NOT all data science is AI 

#machine_learning

#artificial_intelligence

#samplesize

#framework_testing



predictionx.org/data-driven-dilemmas 

Important: NOT all data science is AI 
#theoretical_empirical 

https://www.predictionx.org/data-driven-dilemmas


predictionx.org/data-driven-dilemmas 

Mechanism v. “Data Science”
#theoretical_empirical 

#samplesize #technology_theoretical_computation_and_math #public_reaction #unknown_unknowns

#uncertainty #biases #framework_testing #personal_or_societal

https://www.predictionx.org/data-driven-dilemmas


gluesolutions.io/social-impact predictionx.org/uncertainty-covid19

Mechanism (v.) Data Science & Uncertainty
#samplesize #technology_theoretical_computation_and_math #public_reaction #unknown_unknowns

#uncertainty #biases #framework_testing #personal_or_societal

https://www.gluesolutions.io/social-impact
https://predictionx.org/uncertainty-covid19


direct.mit.edu/isec/article/46/3/7/109668/Prediction-and-Judgment-Why-Artificial 

https://direct.mit.edu/isec/article/46/3/7/109668/Prediction-and-Judgment-Why-Artificial
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Note: this illustrative diagram is meant to provoke conversation. It’s not a definitive declaration!
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https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/regression.asp


Which can we simulate? 

With… Rules? Theory? Data?



Which can we simulate? 



Play/Demo  
(in pairs, note how resolution and algorithms matter 
+ see Canvas assignment)



Simulated Economics in “SimCity 2013”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Osql-JIP94


canvas.harvard.edu/courses/113038/assignments/694367 

https://canvas.harvard.edu/courses/113038/assignments/694367


dos.zone/sim-city-2000-1993/


https://dos.zone/sim-city-2000-1993/
http://dos.zone/sim-city-2000-1993/


Extra Slides



“Simulation” or “Numerical Experiment”? 
• Simulation: goal is reality 
• Numerical Experiment: A “what if ” question, about one parameter or idea. 

What to do about critical inputs you can’t have? 
• e.g. underground activity in earthquake forecasting, true # of COVID-19 infections, aspects of human 

behavior? 

Is a more complicated system always better?  
• SimCity 2000 vs. The Sims…

Remember to always ask…



https://playclassic.games/games/city-building-dos-games-online/play-simcity-2000-online/play



https://www.labxchange.org/library/clusters/lx-cluster:ModernPrediction


Weather/Climate 
simulating spatial 

processes

Systems Biology 
simulating non-spatial 

processes

Mobile Health 
statistical predictions  

of behavior

Genomics 
statistical predictions  

of physical traits



https://playclassic.games/games/city-building-dos-games-online/play-simcity-2000-online/play/ 

https://playclassic.games/games/city-building-dos-games-online/play-simcity-2000-online/play/


https://playclassic.games/games/city-building-dos-games-online/play-simcity-2000-online/play/ 

https://playclassic.games/games/city-building-dos-games-online/play-simcity-2000-online/play/


START

FINISH

WAKE UP PERFORM MORNING ROUTINE

CHECK EMAIL

GO TO CLASS

EAT LUNCH

 ATTEND SEMINARGET COFFEE
PERFORM 

CIVIC DUTY

FLY HOME

Mental health

Sales forecasting

Plagiarism checker

Longevity assessment

Spam filtering

Bayesian theory in juries

Landing optimization

The Adpocalypse

AI and Algorithms

DEREK’S 
DAY

Algorithmic
Forecasting  
in Everyday 

Life

Refresher

https://tinyurl.com/derekday


 small-scale stellar  & gaseous distributions large-scale dark matter, then gas 
gas density, transitioning to gas metallicity during the brief pause and rotation

The IllustrisTNG Project 
“The next generation of cosmological hydrodynamical simulations.” 

tng-project.org 

http://tng-project.org

